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This data note article describes the genome assembly, annotation, and RNA-Seq datasets, produced for the species Camptotheca acuminata, a source of the anti-cancer component camptothecin. The assembly and annotation appear to be of satisfying quality. Few analyses were performed: to identify the camptothecin biosynthesis pathway and quantify tandem duplicated genes. As a data note, this article is not expected to contain numerous analyses, but it would be better to display only large scale (whole genome) analyses, rather than focusing on examples (as in figures 4 and 5), unless biologically relevant interpretations can be made out of those examples. Below is a detailed list of comments:

Line 56: "and highlight the complexity of the gene complement in this species": how is the complexity of the gene complement highlighted in the article? Are the authors referring to the high number of tandem duplicated genes? If so, the sentence should be replaced by a more accurate statement.

Line 67: how many transcripts were removed (best hits being a non-plant sequence)?

Line 95: The % of Ns in the assembly should be stated, and in Table 2 as well (around 0.9%?).

Line 109: "we use a novel genome annotation method": Could the authors be more explicit as to how it is "novel": AUGUSTUS and PASA are not novel, do they mean the combination of the two?

Line 134 and Figure 2B: the text mentions two mutations that confer resistance to camptothecin. The second mutation is in agreement with the species producing (S) or not producing (N) camptothecin, but the first mutation is not. For instance "N" is found in all Ophiorrhiza species (producing camptothecin or not): can the authors comment on this?

Orthology analysis (lines 158-160): gene ontology analyses are reported for "singleton" genes, but are there enriched terms among the genes that are not singletons, and especially among the ones that are in tandem? Figure 3 is not easy to read: Venn diagrams should not be used for more than 4 samples. It would be better to choose another visualization (like UpSet).

Line 168 and Table 3: it is written that genes were identified "based on sequence identity and orthology with validated genes from C roseus", although in Table 3 some genes have similarities with C camptotheca genes. Are those genes the ones available from Genbank (described in line 135)? The MEP and iridoid pathway genes that were used to scan the C camptotheca assembly should be described in more detail. Also, Table 3 title should be more explicit.

Lines 174-186: this part, as figure 4, is very descriptive. What biological hypotheses can be made to explain the tandem amplification of GOR genes? What is the evolutionary scenario of duplications that could be proposed for this scaffold? As is, the figure should be removed or moved to the supplementary section.

"Tandem duplicated genes and their differential expression": The title of the section should be changed since no analysis of differential expression is described in the text. Lines 203-205 and figure 5: the example of the late embryogenesis hydroxyprolin-rich glycoprotein is only descriptive and does not provide evidence of neo-functionalization. The figure should be removed.
would be more interesting to quantify, on the whole genome, how many tandem duplicated genes show differential expression (with an appropriate statistical method comparing expression profiles across tissues). Figures: Figure 3: data should be displayed otherwise (not as a Venn diagram) Figure 4: if it is not removed, the figure needs to be improved. It is not goodlooking at the moment (especially part A)
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